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Model        

BC-2026SFP2

Descriptions

2-port 10/100Base-T(X) POE to
2-SFP port 100Base-FX

BC-2026SFP2
2-port 10/100Base-T(X) POE to 
2-SFP port 100Base-FX
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Overview
The BC-2026SFP2 series Industrial POE Switch is the ideal solution for powering 
remote devices such as IP phones, video cameras, wireless access points, alarms, 
traffic controllers, sensors and tracking devices, which are installed 100m far from a 
Power over Ethernet switch. In addition to transmitting data, the twisted-pair port also 
injects power down the cable, allowing a remote Power over Ethernet Device to 
operate without the need of any additional power source. All Power over Ethernet 
Powered Devices (IEEE 802.3af/at complaint) are supported.

The BC-2026SFP2 features 1 or 2x 100Base-FX fiber port and 2 x 10/100Base-TX 
twisted-pair port. The fiber optic port features SC connector and operating distance 
from 2km to 120km depending on different Model. The twisted-pair port has 4 x 
RJ-45 connector with a maximum operating distance of 100m. The BC-2026SFP2-2F 
provides two SFP slot for any MSA-complaint pluggable 155M SFP transceivers.

The BC-2026SFP2 Industrial Ethernet Switch is designed to stand up to extreme 
temperature, surges, vibrations, and shocks found in industrial automation, 
government, military, oil & gas, mining and outdoor applications, such as traffic 
management, oil and gas pipelines.

The BC-2026SFP2 series enables real-time deterministic network operation, requires 
no configuration and will instantly operate as soon as you power it up. Additionally, 
they can be installed by DIN-rail or wall-mounted, allowing users to deploy any mix of 
network conversions required.

Features

Standards

Performance

Copper Port

Fiber Port

LED indicators

Power 

Environment

Physical Characteristics

IEEE802.3 10BaseT,
IEEE802.3u 100BaseT(X)
IEEE802.3x Flow control and back pressure,

＜

Technical Specifications 

EMS Standards

，1S
IEC61000-6-2(Electromagnetic compatibility)  
IEC61850-3(electrical substation)
IEEE1613 (electric power substations) 
EN50121-4(Rail Traffic)


